
This is the story of a year of climbing ‘big routes’ around Europe, woven
in with the sorry tale of the decline and fall of a climber — me! The story
starts sometime towards the end of 2010 when the Club’s climbing-wall
gang announced they’d started a sweepstake on when Jake (my son) would
finally burn his old man off. The word on the street was that January and
February 2011 were already sold out and trading at multiples of their face
value on the grey market...

To put this in context, Jake started climbing about as soon as he could
walk, and led his first route at the age of seven. However he only really
began to get serious about it a couple of years ago — but then he got really
serious! (I blame the idiot who lent him Jerry Moffat’s autobiography —
oops, that was me.) Since then he has spent much of his spare time camped
out in our loft space (aka Broadbottom Wall) — long since abandoned by
his Dad (too boring and likely to inflict injury) and now largely denuded of
any holds worthy of the name, but sprinkled with the merest rugosities.
Easter 2009 he broke through into leading 6a sports climbs. Easter 2010 was
6b+. Meanwhile Dad has been flat-lining on 6c+/7a with the occasional blip
into 7a+ for about twenty years. It didn’t take a statistical genius to
extrapolate. However, the extra impetus of hot breath on the neck had got
me more focussed and I was still a nose in front heading into Christmas.
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Helen leading the first pitch of Sonjannika. 'Look no feet!' Photos Dominic Oughton



New Year — Costa Blanca
We’d booked a family New Year in Costa Blanca with the Truemans and

the weather was glorious. We were based in the Jalon Valley and enjoyed
splendid days at Pena Roja, Alcalali, Pego and Guadalest amongst others.
Single-pitch sports routes either crimping on diminishing edges or cranking
up steeper pocketed walls. The stakes were rising as Jake led his first 6c+
but Dad trumped it with a 7a and honour was preserved (for now).

Meanwhile Helen and I took advantage of a New Year’s Day beach plan
by the rest of the team and headed off to explore Morro Falqui; the
imposing sea cliffs to the north of the beaches and climbing at Moraira.
The saddle-shaped headland of Cala del Moraig has been developed by
German climbers and includes the superb six-pitch Sonjannika: a
spectacular route with great (and sharp!) rock starting at sea-level and
topping out incongruously in a villa development; generally steady going
with a 6a+ pitch thrown in as a climax. Climbing this reminded me of the
joy of an extended itinerary: the sense of adventure; the unfolding views
(in this case over the sparkling Med) as height is gained; the team-work and
companionship of shared belays (rather than the mechanistic change-over
after lowering off a single-pitch route); and most of all the sense of
achievement of actually getting to the top of something big. The germ of
an idea was developing for when the young pretender finally put the old
bull to the sword — perhaps there was a Plan B.

February — Costa Blanca
We were back in Costa Blanca with the Rucksack Club unofficial sun-

rock meet (a pilot for the President’s Meet in 2012). A dozen or so of us
had hit the flesh-pots of Benidorm and were fitting in a bit of climbing
around evenings spent trying to find the worst karaoke on The Strip and
drinking appalling beer. More single-pitch stuff at Reconco, Castellets and
Marin saw Jake cruising 6c and 6c+ comfortably, but there was life in the
old dog yet as I pulled another 7a out of the locker only to see the
apprentice take a fall. 

So much for the side-show; the real agenda for this trip was to start to
put Plan B into action. Our first ‘big route’ objective was El Navigante on
the Peñon d’Ifach. This is the huge lump of rock which towers over Calpe;
the subject of the majority of the area’s postcards is a magnet for
climbers, with the South Face playing host to a couple of dozen excellent
routes. According to the guide ‘the really big ticks are the superb, fully-
bolted epics like Costa Blanca and El Navigante.’ I’d done the former a few
years before so El Navigante it was: eight pitches and 200m of 6b to 6c
climbing with a 7a crux pitch right at the top. This was Jake’s first real
taste of hard multi-pitch climbing and he took it in his stride; despatching
a couple of run-out 6b pitches including one described as ‘...up the vertical
rubble on some weird and wonderful holds (scary) and then smoother rock
above.’ He then struck a ‘look no feet’ pose on the next before giving way
to an experienced head for the 6c pitch: ‘Tackle a short steep arête (scary)
or groove to the left (technical).’ No prizes for guessing which way I went,
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and Jake added to my delight
by having the good grace to
fall off seconding (well, I had
weighed him down with a
huge sack!) This just left the
final crux up the ridiculously
steep wall. Happily the
bolting here is very friendly
and a couple of extra ‘holds’
landed me above what should
have been all difficulties.
Almost clutching defeat from
the jaws of victory, I made a
navigational error (so much
for El Navigante!) and headed
right into 7b territory rather
than left onto easier ground.
More jiggery-pokery (the El
Cap training comes in handy)
saw me at the top and trying
to deliver an introductory
aid-climbing course to Jake
thirty metres below. All went
well and we were eating ice-
cream on the harbour-front
by 3pm.

For our next big outing we
headed for El Ponoch, the
massive face of rock that
overlooks the town of Polop.
Easily visible from the
motorway, numerous passing
climbers no doubt stare in
awe and wonder, but few
venture onto these extensive
walls. The guide probably
doesn’t help: ‘Routes here
can be run-out, exposed and
affected by significant
rockfall from the huge face
above.’ Our objective was
Gorillas en la Roca, a 220m
six-pitch 6c+: ‘A fantastic
route with contrasting
climbing, following ribs and
grooves up an impressive area
of rock.’ We split the pitches
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The final pitch of El Navigante.
Photo Oughton collection



so I got the 6c+ but that still left Jake with a couple of tough 6b+ leads on
widely-spaced bolts — the boy was completely un-phased by these and
cruised through. Warby and Dave were climbing an adjacent route so there
was a bit of companionable banter to keep spirits high. All too soon we’d
topped out and a few abs and a bit of bush-whacking had us enjoying tres
cervezas (y un zumo de naranja) at the local bar. The week was soon over
and we headed back for Manchester with memories of a couple of fantastic
days and the pecking order still intact.

March — Peak District
Jake turned fifteen on 20 March 2011 and was determined to lead his

first E1 as a fourteen-year-old. A quick trip to Hobby (Hobson Moor Quarry)
and a hasty romp through a trad-climbing refresher (Crewe’s Route VS and
Parker’s Eliminate HVS) gave me the confidence to unleash him on Hanging
Slab E1. Jake made slow but steady progress, paying good attention to gear
placements, before making a sprint past the tough ‘slabby’ section (in
name only!) and battling through the heather cornice to sit atop in
triumph. A small gathering of onlookers applauded and someone let slip
that it’s going up to E2 in the new guide. The next day his birthday treat
was a trip to Millstone where Embankment 3 cemented his status as an
extreme leader and Great North Road capped a great day. Back on
Broadbottom Wall, even the tiny holds have been stripped from the wall
and there’s gathering evidence that it’s only a matter of time before the
apprentice overtakes the master. As Livesey once said of Fawcett: ‘I knew
he was better than me; the thing was not to let him know that.’

Easter — South of France
Two weeks in the south of France gave the opportunity to take Jake on

the Grand Tour: Verdon, Buoux and Céüse. It simply doesn’t get any better
than that! Remarkably, after a week of pocket-pulling the old bugger still
has the edge on the whipper-snapper. Betting slips were being torn-up back
in Manchester and there was dark talk of a nobbling scandal. Just to be on
the safe side Helen and I sent the kids back on the next easyJet flight
(under the pretence of a need to revise for exams) and enjoyed a delightful
week of being a childless couple again. I even clawed my way up a 7a+ —
at this rate I could hold out for another year! To make matters even better
I’d bought a couple of brilliant books in the campsite shop in Céüse: Parois
de Légende — Les plus belles escalades d’Europe and Les plus belles
escalades autour du monde. Coffee-table books each packed with the kind
of ‘big routes’ I’d need to occupy me in my dotage.

June — Peak District
At least when the end came, it came swiftly, with little warning. I can’t

say it wasn’t painful though. I’d managed to let Jake persuade me to join
him in a project to ‘work’ a 7b. Working a route implies practising it until
you’ve got all the moves wired (either on a top-rope or taking falls) before
leading it in good style. Jake’s chosen project was Beef It on the
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Embankment in Chee Dale. On Day 1 I probably made a better stab it than
Jake (I’m good at reading a route; knowing what holds to use and how to
use them — I’m just too weak to put this knowledge to any use!) A couple
of visits later and Jake powered to the top in fine style — I’d made little
progress (maybe even gone backwards) and in the twinkling of an eye the
baton had been passed.

August — South of France
Jake and I headed for a ‘boys’ week’ to the Vercours, staying in a refuge

in Presles. We’d compromised on an itinerary split between single-pitch
sport climbing and longer routes (guess who was in each camp). By now I’d
ceded the task of ‘putting the clips in’ to the Young Gun (there has to be
some compensation for being deposed!) and after I led a warm-up Jake had
first go at a 6c+. He ended up taking a rest and, with the benefit of seeing
how he finally worked the crux, I cruised it in good style. The bookies were
back on the phone again — hold the pay-out; is this a come-back?

The short answer was ‘no’ (or should that be ‘non’?) Over the rest of
the week Jake led several routes of 7a and 7a+ that I couldn’t even follow,
and then capped things off with an onsight of a 7b+ through territory so
steep that I was completely drained just watching. 

Instead of turning to the bottle I turned to Parois de Légende and checked
out the options available locally. The featured routes at Presles were all
south-facing and we would have melted in the heat-wave that gripped us,
but Omblèze an hour to the south had just the route: L’Hirondelle des
Faubourgs a seven-pitch Michel Piola creation of 250m taking an improbable
line through massively overhanging territory at a surprisingly amenable
6b/6c. Better still, P de L said ‘l’ombre arrive à 13h en été.’ We were at the
base of the route with ropes uncoiled at the appointed hour, cowering in the
limited shade from some scrubby bushes — the sun still scorching the crag
and anyone foolish enough to set foot on it. The next 90 minutes saw a couple
of half-hearted attempts to make a start when a wisp of cloud intervened,
only to be beaten back when this evaporated.

Finally around 3pm we made a dash for it — figuring that as soon as we
were a pitch up we’d be shaded by the overhangs if not the orientation.
What followed was simply some of the most stupendous sport climbing I’ve
ever enjoyed — a zig-zagging line finding a way through outrageous rock
scenery reminiscent of Yellow Wall on Gogarth. It must have been quite an
endeavour to set out ground-up, on-sight as Piola had done on the first
ascent (over three days in 1993). As it was, protected and guided by
substantial (if occasionally infrequent) bolts, the climbing was a complete
joy. Approaching the top pitch we had a slight sense of disappointment as
it looked to ‘slab-out’ into a grey wall. However, as we read in the
description later, this turned out to be ‘...un des plus beaux 6b de France,
un mur gris avec des alveolus heureusement bien crochetantes.’ Roughly
translated: a gently overhanging (but much less so than what had gone
before) grey wall with amazing hidden slot-shaped pockets just where you
needed them — a fitting finale!
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October — Cataluña
The opportunity for a ten-day trip with Bill in October presented itself

and I knew just the source for inspiration. Arnaud Petit, author of Parois
de Légende - Les plus belles escalades d’Europe, is French. If you hadn’t
guessed from his name (or known from when he was world climbing
champion in 1996), one look at the contents list of his book is a give-away.
Just eight of the 34 chapters concern routes outside France, and of these
only two are in Spain (and don’t include the Peñon d’Ifach or El Ponoch).
To beat off that stiff competition and Monsieur Petit’s love of his mother
country these Spanish inclusions must be pretty special — Bill and I decided
to go and see for ourselves.

We headed for Riglos, a small mountain village about an hour south of
the Pyrénées, more or less in the middle of the neck of the Iberian
Peninsula. This is a climbers’ village — the sign on entering says it all:
‘Bienvenedo a Riglos — Escala con seguridad’ with a picture of a vulture to
emphasise the consequences of ignoring the advice. The spacious modern
refuge is situated on the main street, immediately below the Mallos de
Riglos — a series of 300m conglomerate towers or ‘cathédrales de
poudingue’ to use the French vernacular from P de L — literally ‘pudding’.
This hardly does justice to the most extraordinary rock structure that I’ve
come across anywhere — culminating in the giant potato-shaped rocks
(think rugby ball size) that encrust the top of La Visera.
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L’Hirondelle des Faubourgs. Left: 'Young Gun'. Photo Dominic Oughton
Right: 'Old Dog'. Photo Jake Oughton



Our warm-up introduction to ‘le poudingue’ was Murciana ou Alberto
Rabada, a 290m 6c+ on El Pison, the biggest of the Mallos. Bill and I were
completely blown away by the quality of the climbing on this crazy rock.
Any initial concern about testing the attachment of the various lumps was
soon discarded — there’s no way you could hang on long enough. These
routes are to be climbed with confidence or not at all. We later turned our
attention to the cigar-shaped spire of El Puro on the side of El Pison to
complete Chapter 34 of P de L.

That left Chapter 33: La Visera — the aptly named ‘Visor’ whose top
100m overhang at an angle of about 20 degrees the wrong side of vertical.
Three routes make up the chapter: Moskitos the original (from 1976) and
most classic at 6b+; Zulu Demente has the hardest single pitch at 7a+ but
is otherwise fairly amenable; and, last but not least, La Fiesta de los
Biceps. As the name suggests, this is a full-on jug-fest of sustained and
unrelenting brutality on the arms with barely a move below 6b+ and a
couple of 7a pitches thrown in for good measure. Being unredeemed
‘tickers’ we had to do all three and they are all superb. Los Biceps is oft
touted as ‘The Best Route in The World’ and whilst I think you’d have to
add ‘...of its type’ to that superlative, you’d be hard-pressed to argue.
Looking up from the refuge your eye is drawn to the white snail-trail of
chalk which weaves its way up this improbable ground. Looking down from
near the top of the visor headwall you realise that it’s more like someone
has spilled icing sugar down the side of a particularly sloppily sliced
Christmas pudding, frosting the currents, sultanas and almonds that break
the surface and add enough texture to climb on. Some of these ‘potatoes’
are the size of TV sets!
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Los Mallos de Riglos. Left to right: El Fire, El Puro and La Visera.Photo Bill Deakin



After three and a half days in Riglos it was time to move on. Sticking
with the ‘big routes’ plan and eschewing any single-pitch nonsense we
headed for Terradets. The gorge of Terradets lies in the west of Cataluña,
between Lleida and the Pyrénées, and is best known for its multi-pitch
adventure crags between 200m and 500m. We checked into the disused
station house that now operates as a rather quirky refuge. The dozing
youth behind the bar seemed surprised to see us (peak season, it
transpired, wasn’t for a couple of weeks and the place was deserted). Dos
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Top left: Visera headwall. Right: Potato anyone? Photos Bill Deakin
Bottom left: Los Biceps chalk trail. Right: Turned out steep again.Photos Dominic Oughton



cervezas and a quick call to his dad to say that he’d need to rustle
something up for tea, and we were sorted. A few days in this chilled-out
climbing paradise, another two in the equally relaxed but jaw-dropping
Vilanova de Meia and a couple of days winding down with Charlie and Guy
in the Prades could easily fill another article — suffice to say all was well
with the world and Plan B was firmly into action.
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The refuge at Riglos with El Puro in the background. Photo Oughton collection



Home — Autumn
As the autumn nights draw in we’ve been blessed with some marvellous

weather and numerous crisp clear days on the grit. Jake’s climbing progress
has continued apace, pushing into the E3s, winning competitions and
generally grinding his old man into the dust. Happily the longer evenings
have also provided some breathing space for perspective, and some
distance from the dethronement of the summer. At the time I had the
feeling you get on a German autobahn when you are overtaken by a black
dot (which then turns into a Porsche 911 and equally quickly back into a
black dot) and have to check the speedo to remind yourself you’re actually
doing eighty. There’s no point measuring yourself against a fast-moving
target! I’m now resigned to trundling along my plateau for as long as I can
maintain the trajectory — worrying about my climbing and not someone
else’s, whilst of course taking tremendous pride in Jake’s progress. And as
Plan A begins to stutter I’ve got Plan B to fall back on — another 30
chapters in Les plus belles escalades d’Europe and I’ve not even cracked
the spine of ...autour du monde.

A note on sport climbing grades
I’ve used French sport climbing grades throughout this piece. For those

who aren’t familiar with these they have been widely adopted throughout
Europe including UK for bolt-protected routes (where the reduced
objective dangers make the complexity of E grades unnecessary). As a
rough guide 6a corresponds to about E1 and 7a to E4/5, though only in
terms of physical effort and technique (making no allowance for being
above a 10mm stainless steel bolt rather than an RP1). If the foregoing
seems overly grade-obsessed then I guess that reflects the shape of the
year — I’m a bit more relaxed now!
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Postscript — New Year 2012. Dad belaying Jake on a 7a+.
Photo Dan Lane (www.danlanephotography.com)



On a recent pilgrimage to Stanage, Queen of Grit, I couldn’t help but
notice that the beanie-topped, mat-toting boulderers comfortably
outnumbered those engaged in ‘proper climbing’ on the crag. ‘What,’ I
mused, ‘would our Rucksack Club forefathers have thought?’ 
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Jake Oughton on Not To Be Taken Away, Plantation Boulders, Stanage.
Photo Dan Lane (www.danlanephotography.com)



Later that week, seeking inspiration for this Journal, the mighty Google
delivered the following picture:

In this 1890s photo Doctor Joseph Collier (1855-1905), second President
of the Rucksack Club and a leading Manchester surgeon, is seen
demonstrating the art of bouldering in Mosedale; and upside-down for good
measure! He was a climber of great strength (and a reputedly exceptional
reach) and left behind numerous eponymous climbs such as Collier’s Climb
and Collier’s Chimney on Scafell.

It just goes to demonstrate The Rucksack Club has always been ahead
of the game!
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Photo by George and Ashley Abraham with thanks to the FRCC for kind
permission to reproduce it here.


